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Breaking News

Russia is strengthening his
relations to the Middle East. As

Historical agreement between Egypt, Saudi-Arabia and Iran

an observer the Russian nation is
not only a major external force
during the Middle East
Conference in Konstanz, but it is
also increasing its cooperation
with Iran. We will see how
especially the USA and the
European Union will regard these
new development.

Shaking hands after signing the
historical agreemtn
This morning a historical and sur-

"right for civilian use of nuclear en-
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prising agreement between Egypt,

ergy under the monitoring of the

presses its will to hold a more mod-

Saudi Arabia and Iran was signed
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erate position regarding the current

under the affirmation of Russia. The

The Egyptian ambassador, Ella Ba-

conflict and its interest in becoming

core of the agreement states that the

herozi, announced that "the agree-

a more important and recognized

three countries support the formation

ment would not contradict previous

player in the international commu-

of a future Palestinian state under a

agreements" and Egypt is very opti-

nity.

Palestinian coalition government.

mistic about further developments.

The signatories also agreed on the

FIVE IN FIVE

The USA just announced that
the USA, EU, Russia, Saudi
Arabia, Israel and Palestine
signed the Five in the Five

Plan. In the following five
years, Israel and Palestine agree
in diplomatic and economic
relations, the creation of secu-

rity and sovereignty, solving the
boarder and refugees issues and
finally clarify the Jerusalem
question.
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LEBANON: „WE NEED HELP FROM THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY“

Latest developments in Lebanon let to an increasing presence of Hizbollah. The government had to admit that
they have been not able to deliver peace yet. Instead Lebanese people are still suﬀering
from hunger and pain. Therefore the government asks for
help of the international

community. Immediately Russia responded that they would
be surprised about missing
Russian forces in Lebanon,
but underlined further support. Also Turkey reacted: the
Turkish government wants to
recreate peace and stability in
the region and tries to discuss
with the Hizbollah via its

connection to Iran. The US
answer to Lebanon was rather
reserved. The USA did not
want to comment any statement. It will be interesting to
see in how far further member
states of the Middle East
Conference will react to the
Lebanese call for support.

SYRIA‘S NEW PATH

Syrian delegation believes in
Turkey’s deeds and in the Turkish Syrian cooperation while
admitting the result of the
Lebanese election. They are

looking forward cooperating
with these two countries. They
believe that the results will play
an important role in developing their relation.

On the other hand till now
they didn’t reach to an agreement with the Israeli side
about the “Jolan heights” as
soon as they do, they will in-

EGYPTIAN AND JORDIAN DELEGATIONS: „WE CARE FOR THE PALESTINIANS!“

The Egyptian and jordanian
delegations agreed on motiviating the social side of the conflict and not only concentrating on the political issues.
According to these delegations, one should think of the
social issues from now for the
phase after finiding the 2 state

solution. This is kind of initiative between the 2 sides to encourage the other sides of
considering the palestinian
society. „ we point out that
the palestinian issue is a priority for us“ said Tarek Hijazy
from the egyptian delegation.
In a short interview with him,

he said the the israeli delegation told him that they would
be ready to contribute in helping the palestinian society
indirectly by giving some
scholarships to some non-gover nmental organizations
which are active in developing
the palestinian society.
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